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ABSTRACT
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Typing based interfaces are common across many mobile applications, especially messaging apps. To reduce the difficulty of typing
using keyboard applications on smartphones, smartwatches with
restricted space, several techniques, such as auto-complete, autosuggest, are implemented. Although helpful, these techniques do
add more cognitive load on the user. Hence beyond the importance
to improve the word recommendations, it is useful to understand
the pattern of use of auto-suggestions during typing. Among several
factors that may influence use of auto-suggest, the role of emotion
has been mostly overlooked, often due to the difficulty of unobtrusively inferring emotion. With advances in affective computing,
and ability to infer user’s emotional states accurately, it is imperative to investigate how auto-suggest can be guided by emotion
aware decisions. In this work, we investigate correlations between
user emotion and usage of auto-suggest i.e. whether users prefer
to use auto-suggest in specific emotion states. We developed an
Android keyboard application, which records auto-suggest usage
and collects emotion self-reports from users in a 3-week in-the-wild
study. Analysis of the dataset reveals relationship between user
reported emotion state and use of auto-suggest. We used the data
to train personalized models for predicting use of auto-suggest in
specific emotion state. The model can predict use of auto-suggest
with an average accuracy (AUCROC) of 82% showing the feasibility
of emotion-aware auto-suggestion.

1

INTRODUCTION

Keyboard applications on small devices, like smartphones, smartwatches, are still an essential interface for many applications, such
as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Google Hangout [22]. However,
typing on small devices come with their challenges due to limited
space. Several techniques like auto-suggest, auto-complete are designed to reduce the amount of typing, but require additional space
to display the word suggestions. It also requires the user to read,
parse, and choose from the suggestions, adding to the cognitive
load, and disrupting the flow of typing [20]. Can auto-suggestions
be adaptive, and displayed only when the user is most likely to use
them? By making the auto-suggestions adaptive, it is possible to optimize the keyboard layout design and improve the user experience
during text input interaction.
In literature, different techniques like alternative layouts [4, 9,
27], gesture keyboards [1, 17, 21], key-target resizing [14], sensorbased adaptation [3, 13] and phrase recommendations [2] have
been adopted to improve typing performance in these small touch
based devices. The influence of mental state on typing speed and
accuracy in smartphone has also been established [10, 11]. However,
the role of emotion has largely been overlooked in deciding autosuggest usage frequency. We note that the performance of many
recommender systems like automated tutoring systems [19], movie
recommendation [5], music recommendation [8] can benefit by considering user’s emotion, leading to affect-aware designs. Moreover,
many affect determination techniques have been designed recently
which can determine user emotion unobtrusively [7, 12, 16, 18, 26].
These advances in affective computing and the presence of affective
recommender systems in other areas motivate us to take a deeper
look at the role of user emotion on auto-suggest usage to improve
overall typing performance.
We, in this paper, investigate if there is any relationship between emotion state and auto-suggest usage i.e. whether users
prefer to use auto-suggest in a specific emotion state. We develop
an Android based keyboard application, which traces user’s touch
interactions (typing, swyping) during text entry and automatically
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suggest words based on the entered initial characters. The application also collects self-reported emotion labels associated with
the text entry sessions. We distinguish between these sessions,
where the user has accepted or skipped auto-suggestions and find
the correlation between emotion states and auto-suggest usage. We
observe a strong relation between these two indicating emotion
indeed plays a role to decide whether a user is going to accept or
skip the auto-suggested words. This led to the development of a
personalized machine learning model, which detects whether a user
is going to use auto-suggest during a typing session.
We carry out a 3-week study involving 13 participants and ask
them to use the keyboard application for typing activities and
recording emotion states. We have collected approximately 3000
sessions, where the users have either used or skipped the autosuggested words. Our key results demonstrate that based on user
emotion it is possible to determine auto-suggest usage with an
average accuracy (AUCROC) of 82% (std dev. 9%). It indicates the
possibility to consider human emotion also while devising autosuggestion algorithms to improve typing performance.

2.2

Experiment Apparatus

We have designed the keyboard app based on Android Input Method
Editor (IME) facility. It is same as QWERTY keyboard with additional capability of tracing user’s touch interaction activities (typing, swyping) during text entry. We do not store any alphanumeric
character because of privacy reason and collect only the timestamp
of each touch event. We show the keyboard interface in Figure 2.

Figure 2: App keyboard

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Apparatus Design

Figure 3: Emotion collection
UI

Labeling Auto-suggestion Usage: Once a user accepts a word
from the list of suggested words, we store the timestamp of the
auto-suggest usage. If the user accepts at least one auto-suggestion
in a session, the session is labeled as accepted and if she ignores all
suggestions in a session, it is marked as skipped. In our view, even
a single use of auto-suggest in a session implies that user finds it
useful, and auto-suggestion should be active for such sessions.
Collecting Emotion Self-report: Additionally, we also collect
self-reported emotion labels from users. Once user completes typing from an application and switches the application, we probe
her to report the felt emotion during the session. We ask her to
report one of the following four emotion states (happy, sad, stressed,
relaxed) as shown in Figure 3. We select these emotion states based
on the Circumplex model of emotion [23], as they represent largely
represented emotion from separate quadrants, which makes selfreporting easier for the user. We keep the interface simple by explicitly recording emotion and do not consider the intensity of
perceived emotion, which can make self-reporting difficult. We also
keep the provision of No Response so that user can skip emotion
recording by selecting this.

We need to log when a user accepts auto-suggestion, what is her
perceived emotion. Since it is infeasible to prompt a user to record
an emotion after every use of auto-suggest, we design it based
on typing sessions. A typing session is an uninterrupted typing
activity within one application. As shown in Figure 1, time period
t1 − t2, and t3 − t4, denote two sessions. While the user types each
character, we use an English dictionary to suggest words. The user
selects a word from the list, or ignores the suggestion. At the end
of text entry in a session, when user changes the application, she is
immediately prompted to record her perceived emotion during the
session. The probing is done as soon as the application is changed
so that perceived emotion is less likely to alter. The user provided
emotion self-report is associated with this text entry session. We
design an Android based keyboard application that implements
the two necessary features, viz. (a) displaying word suggestions
based on typing and labeling auto-suggestion usage (b) collecting
emotion self-reports.

2.3

Field Study

We have recruited 20 university students (15 male, 5 female) aged
between 20 to 35 years. We have installed the application on their
smartphones and asked them to use it for 3 weeks for typing activity
and emotion self-reporting. We have also showed them how to
select a word from list of auto-suggested words that appear during
typing. It was also instructed that once they complete typing and
change the application, they may receive an emotion self-report
collection UI, where they have to record their perceived emotion
during text recording. Finally, we have selected 13 users (10 male, 3
female), who have accepted auto-suggestions in at least 20 sessions.

Figure 1: Schematic of auto-suggestion scenario. In a session (e.g. time interval between t1 and t2) user performs key
pressing events (denoted by small bar) and accordingly suggestions are shown. At the end of text entry in the session,
emotion self-report is collected and attached to the session.

3

DATASET

We have collected a total of 3284 typing sessions from the field
study, out of which 330 sessions (≈ 10%) are tagged as No Response.
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We have eliminated these sessions and used remaining 2954 typing
sessions for evaluation. On average, we obtain 227 sessions (std.
dev 151.7) per user. Out of these, there are 841 sessions, which are
labeled as accepted and rest are labeled as skipped. We show the
fraction of accepted and skipped sessions for every user in Figure
4. It is observed that majority of the users have less number of
accepted sessions than skipped sessions. On average in 28% sessions,
users have accepted auto-suggestions.
Figure 6: Comparison of frequency distribution of emotion
states for accepted and skipped sessions. First bar shows the
distribution of emotions for accepted sessions, while the second one shows the same for skipped sessions.

Number of
sessions (%)

120
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Skipped
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6, we observe that users like U 6, U 10, are having observable difference in frequency distribution of accepted and skipped sessions,
but we validate the same with statistical test. For this purpose, we
investigate if there is any significant difference in frequency distribution of emotion state for accepted and skipped sessions using
Chi-square test [24].
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of accepted and skipped sessions corresponding to every user. Most of the users have
less accepted sessions resulting in overall 28% accepted sessions.

3.1

Auto-suggest Usage based on Emotion

Number of sessions(%)

We investigate the correlation between perceived emotion and autosuggest adoption in this section. First, we compare the usage of
auto-suggest corresponding to every emotion label in Figure 5. We
observe that at every emotion state the usage of auto-suggest is
low, however users are more likely to accept auto-suggest in sad,
relaxed state. However, we also observe that in these two states
there is a high amount of auto-suggest rejections, which may be
due to other factors like - users did not find suitable word due to
limited dictionary size.
90
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0

Happy

Sad

Stressed

U2

U3

U4

U5

U6

U7

3
11.665
0.0086
U8

3
32.213
0.0000
U9

3
14.095
0.0028
U10

3
9.769
0.0206
U11

3
12.424
0.0061
U12

3
9.19
0.0269
U13

3
9.994
0.0186
-

df
Chi-square stat
p-value

3
9.25
0.0262

3
8.74
0.0329

3
37.571
0.0000

3
9.001
0.0293

3
16.559
0.0009

3
9.015
0.0291

-

Table 1: For every user, the frequency distribution of emotions for accepted and skipped sessions is found to be significantly (p < 0.05) different using Chi square test.
The null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in
frequency distribution of emotion states for accepted and skipped
sessions. To test the hypothesis, we count the number of accepted
sessions tagged with different emotions and the same for skipped
sessions. Then we perform the Chi-square test to find if there is
any significant difference in frequency distribution for accepted
and skipped sessions. We observe the frequency distribution of
emotion states associated with accepted and skipped session varies
significantly (p < 0.05) for every user (Table 1). This indicates
that there is difference in the frequencies of perceived emotion
when a user accepts or skips auto-suggestions. This finding and
the observations from Figure 6 reinforce that individual preference
for auto-suggest usage differ based on emotion, which drive us to
design a personalized auto-suggest usage prediction model.

Accepted
Skipped

75

U1
df
Chi-square stat
p-value

Relaxed

Emotion state

Figure 5: Frequency distribution of accepted and skipped sessions corresponding to every emotion. Users are more likely
to use auto-suggest in sad, relaxed state.
Next, we investigate whether this observation holds true for
every user. For this purpose, we compare the frequency distribution
of emotion states for accepted and skipped sessions of each user.
We compute the fraction of each emotion label (happy, sad, stressed,
relaxed) for accepted and skipped session of every user and plot the
same in Figure 6.
We observe that majority of the users prefer to use auto-suggest
in relaxed state. We also observe users like U 2, U 7 accept autosuggestions heavily in sad state. At the same time few users prefer suggestions in happy, stressed state. While these observations
largely corroborate with earlier finding, we investigate further if
auto-suggest usage preference differs for individual user. In Figure

4

MODEL CONSTRUCTION

The auto-suggest usage prediction model determines whether the
user will accept the suggestions or not in a session, thus it becomes
a binary class prediction problem. In the collected dataset, sessions
are labeled as accepted, skipped; from which we extract the emotion
related features.
We use the features as defined in Table 2 to build the model.
Emotioncur r refers to the associated emotion label with current
session while Emotionpr ev refers to the emotion recorded by the
user in the immediate previous session. We decide to use the emotion associated with immediate previous session only, as the effect
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Emotionpr ev
Timeel aps ed
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Feature description
Emotion associated with current session
Emotion associated with previous session
Elapsed time between previous and current
session emotion recording timestamp

5.2

Table 2: Features used for auto-suggest usage prediction

Mean AUCROC (%)

of emotion persists over time and it fades way with time [11, 25]
resulting the immediate previous emotion having the highest impact among all previously recorded emotions. However, we capture
the fading effect of emotion using Timeel apsed feature, which measures the elapsed time between the emotion recording timestamp
of previous session and the current session. We build a personalized machine learning model for every user. We create the models
using the Random Forest supervised machine learning algorithm
as implemented in Weka [15].

5

EVALUATION

60
40
20
0

MRE

GEN

Proposed

These observations indicate that always predicting the usage
of auto-suggest based on most represented emotion is not a good
choice. Similarly, aggregating all user’s emotion data to build the
model is not a good design choice either. We observe a high standard
deviation (19%) in user-wise AUCROC for this model. This indicates
that different users prefer to use auto-suggest at different emotion
(reinforcing the finding of Figure 6), as a result the general model
does not perform well. In summary, considering the individual
emotion while devising the auto-suggest prediction model is the
best option.

5.3

Feature Importance

We measure the effectiveness of different features using information
gain (IG). We use the InfoGainAttributeEval method from WEKA
[15] to derive the information gain (IG) of each attribute. Table 3
shows the average ranking of the features. The feature evaluation
used 10-fold cross validation.

Auto-suggest Usage Prediction

Feature
Emotioncur r
Emotionpr ev
Timeel aps ed

100

Value (%)

80

Figure 8: Mean AUCROC for different models. Error bar indicates std dev. Proposed model outperforms the baseline
models.

We show the auto-suggest usage prediction result in Figure 7 for
every user. We obtain an average AUCROC of 73% (std. dev 9%) and
F-score of 77% (std. dev 7%).

80

Rank

Avg. IG

1
2
3

0.1194
0.1098
0.0794

Table 3: Discriminating features based on Information Gain.
Emotion associated with current session (Emotioncur r ) is
found to be the most significant.

60
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100

Auto-suggestion models

We evaluate the model using 10-fold cross validation and measure
the model performance using AUCROC (Area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve) and F-score. We also compare the
performance of the proposed model with following baseline autosuggest usage prediction models.
(i) Most Represented Emotion (MRE): We observe that for most of the
users there is one emotion, in which she accepts most of the autosuggestions (Figure 6). As a result, we develop this personalized
model, which recommends suggestions whenever it detects this
emotion state and otherwise not.
(ii) Generalized (GEN): We develop this model aggregating all users’
data and use the same set of features. We use leave-one-participantout-cross-validation to test this model i.e. we build the model for
one user using data from other users and test the model using this
user’s data. If this model is effective in determining the auto-suggest
usage, then it can reduce the overhead of personalized training.

5.1

Comparison with Baselines

In Figure 8, we compare the performance of the proposed personalized model with other two baseline models. We observe that it
outperforms both of them. The personalized model based on most
represented emotion only (MRE) attains significantly poor average AUCROC value of 52% (standard deviation 7%). However, the
generalized model (GEN) attains comparatively better performance
(average AUCROC of 59%) with high standard deviation of 19%.

AUCROC
F-score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

We observe that Emotioncur r is the most discriminating factor
closely followed by Emotionpr ev . We also observe a moderate influence of Timeel apsed . This is intuitive as the emotion state often
persists over time and the effect of previous emotion fades away
with higher elapsed time.

10 11 12 13

User

Figure 7: Auto-suggest usage prediction model performance.
We observe that for 7 out of 13 users, AUCROC is greater than
or equal to 70% and for 12 out of 13 users the value of AUCROC is
greater than or equal to 65%. It is also noted that for 10 out of 13
users, F-score is greater than 70%. These findings reveal that the
model can detect auto-suggest usage accurately for the users.

5.4

Countering Class Imbalance

We observe in Figure 4 that the distribution of accepted and skipped
classes are skewed, which impacts the overall classification performance. So, we overcome the problem of class imbalance using
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Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [6]. Using
SMOTE, we oversample the class with fewer number records so
that both the classes contain almost equal number of records.
We compare the difference in classification performance for the
two cases - unbalanced dataset and balanced dataset. The average
accuracy (AUCROC) is 73% for the original unbalanced dataset,
while it is 82% after balancing the data using SMOTE. We also
report the F-score for each class (accepted and skipped) of both
datasets in Figure 9.

machine learning model, which predicts auto-suggest usage based
on emotion with an average accuracy of 82%.
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Figure 9: Auto-suggest prediction performance comparison
between unbalanced and balanced data. The performance
improves with balanced dataset.
We observe that both overall and class-wise performance improves after balancing the dataset. It also shows that the standard
deviation reduces (AUCROC by 1%, F-score for accepted class by
14%, F-score for skipped class by 10%) after balancing the dataset
i.e. variation in user-wise performance also reduces. This shows
that the proposed model can attain high classification performance
with adequate data.

6

DISCUSSION

Our results show that based on emotion, it is possible to determine
whether the user to going to use auto-suggest in a session. This
opens the scope to develop affect-aware smartphone keyboard,
which can optimize the keyboard layout by dynamically displaying
or hiding the space reserved for auto-suggestion based on user
emotion.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between autosuggest usage and user emotion only. So, we consider only emotion
related features to build the model. However, other features can also
be explored to develop the auto-suggest usage prediction model.
With regard to increase the precision of auto-suggestions, there
may be different approaches e.g. using larger dictionary, using the
application or task type information. However, in this work we
have not considered to improve the quality of auto-suggestions and
left the same as future work.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate if user perceived emotion influences the
use of auto-suggest, which aims at improving typing performance in
small touch based devices. We develop an Android based keyboard
application, which provides suggestions to users during typing
and collects four types of emotion self-reports (happy, sad, stressed,
relaxed) in parallel. We collect auto-suggest usage and emotion
self-report details using this app from a 3-week study. Our analysis
on this dataset reveals a strong relation between user emotion and
auto-suggest usage indicating users are more likely to use autosuggest in sad or relaxed state. Driven by this finding, we develop a
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